MEETS OR EXCEEDS EXPECTATIONS
Meets or Exceeds, ANSI-BIFMA X5.11-2015 Large Occupant Office Chair Tests including Backrest Strength, Drop Test, Tilt Mechanism, and Arm Strength.

ARM OPTIONS INCLUDE
four-way adjustable T-arms for general office or two-way adjustable breakaway arms for specialized work environments.

RATED UP TO 500 LBS
26” diameter glass reinforced nylon five prong base with 60mm heavy duty nylon wheels.

25” WIDE SEAT
5” thick high resilient molded foam seat for complete support.

ADDED DURABILITY OPTIONS
ballistic nylon upholstery or edge protector options increase durability for intensive use or specialized office environments.

HEAVY DUTY MULTIFUNCTION
infinite back angle adjustment, floating seat tilt lock, tilt tension control, and seat slider standard tailored to meet the high demands of today’s office environments.
STATEMENT OF LINE

MEETS OR EXCEEDS ANSI-BIFMA

• Backrest Strength Test
  300 lbf. Proof Load

• Drop Test
  350 lbf. Proof Load

• Tilt Mechanism Test
  350 lbf. for 300,000 Cycles

• Arm Strength Test
  300 lbf. Proof Load

• Vertical Arm Strength Test
  150 lb. outward

• Backrest Durability
  100 lbf. for 60,000 Cycles

• Arm Durability
  100 lbf. for 60,000 Cycles

• Seating Durability
  200 lb. for 100,000 Cycles

• Caster/Chair Base Durability
  400 lb. for 98,000 Cycles

• Back Durability
  120,000 Cycles

• Seat Width
  25”
CHOOSE FROM OVER 1,000 TEXTILES
offered by Designtex, Momentum, Maharam, Ultra Fabrics, and the 9to5 Signature® Collection. In the rare case we don’t have what you’re looking for, we’ll upholster your chair in any fabric provided to us!

10 YEAR WARRANTY
on all structural and mechanical components for single-shift. Fabric and foam are warranted against wear through and deterioration for five years.

QUICK SHIP!
Logic Plus ships in 5 Business Days in knit and select quickship fabrics.